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A B S T R A C T

Background: The criteria for assessing upper motor neuron pathology in pure lower motor neuron disease
(LMND) still remain a major issue of debate with respect to the clinical classification as an amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis (ALS) variant.
Objective: The study was designed to investigate white matter damage by a hypothesis-guided tract-of-interest-
based approach in patients with LMND compared with healthy controls and ´classical´ ALS patients in order to
identify in vivo brain structural changes according to the neuropathologically defined ALS affectation pattern.
Data were pooled from two previous studies at two different study sites (Ulm, Germany and Milano, Italy).
Methods: DTI-based white matter integrity mapping was performed by voxelwise statistical comparison and by a
tractwise analysis of fractional anisotropy (FA) maps according to the ALS-staging pattern for 65 LMND patients
(clinically differentiated in fast and slow progressors) vs. 92 matched controls and 101 ALS patients with a
‘classical’ phenotype to identify white matter structural alterations.
Results: The analysis of white matter structural connectivity by regional FA reductions demonstrated the
characteristic alteration patterns along the CST and also in frontal and prefrontal brain areas in LMND patients
compared to controls and ALS. Fast progressing LMND showed substantial involvement, like in ALS, while slow
progressors showed less severe alterations. In the tract-specific analysis according to the ALS-staging pattern, fast
progressing LMND showed significant alterations of ALS-related tract systems as compared to slow progressors
and controls.
Conclusions: This study showed an affectation pattern for corticoefferent fibers in LMND with fast disease
progression as defined for ALS, that way confirming the hypothesis that fast progressing LMND is a phenotypical
variant of ALS.

1. Introduction

Classification of motor neuron disorders (MND) is a challenge of
growing importance given that the therapeutic portfolio for amyo-
trophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) might expand in the future, as reflected in
the efforts to revise the diagnostic criteria (Ludolph et al., 2015). In this
context, adult lower motor neuron disease (LMND) without clinically
overt upper motor neuron (UMN) pathology accounts for about 10% of
all cases of MND types and is also traditionally named progressive
muscular atrophy (PMA) (Norris et al., 1993; Traynor et al., 2000).

The definition of PMA is a major issue in clinical diagnosis, as dis-
cussed in the literature since the 1990s when neuropathologists ad-
dressed the lack of evidence of UMN involvement in certain cases (Ince
et al., 1998) although ALS was suspected. The challenge remained to
unravel central nervous system involvement in the LMND phenotype of
ALS in vivo. Neuroimaging techniques such as diffusion tensor imaging
(DTI) are one of the favourite candidates (Turner et al., 2011; Filippi
et al., 2015). Recently, it was possible to apply the hypothesis-guided
tract-of-interest-based DTI technique which constitutes the in vivo
transfer (Kassubek et al., 2014; Müller et al., 2016; Kassubek and
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Müller, 2016) of the neuropathological staging concept of ALS by Braak
and coworkers (Braak et al., 2013; Brettschneider et al., 2015) to a
sample of LMND patients. Here, a pattern of tract involvement could be
demonstrated like in patients with the ‘classical’ phenotype of ALS
(Rosenbohm et al., 2016). However, the CNS involvement might not be
detected when MRI analyses are used which are state of the art but
data-driven, as demonstrated in a recent study (Spinelli et al., 2016).
Thus, a DTI study with fiber tracking techniques according to the sta-
ging hypothesis for ALS was applied to the pooled data from the two
centers (Ulm, Germany and Milan, Italy) which previously have re-
ported apparently heterogeneous results about the involvement of
corticofugal tracts in LMND (Rosenbohm et al., 2016; Spinelli et al.,
2016). For this study, both a data-driven whole brain based voxelwise
analysis and a hypothesis-driven tract of interest-based analysis were
used in order to establish a neuroimaging-based definition of disease-
associated patterns of microstructural WM alterations. The following
hypotheses were tested: 1) The LMND affectation pattern as previously
demonstrated (Rosenbohm et al., 2016) is reproducible independent of
the subject samples, the scanner, and the DTI scanning protocol; the
results at the group level for LMND, ALS and controls are reproducible
independent of the analysis technique (compare this study and the
study by Spinelli et al., 2016); 2) fast progressive LMND patients show a
pattern of disease-associated tract alterations like ALS.

2. Subjects and analysis methods

2.1. Subjects

2.1.1. Patient characteristics
All patients underwent standardized clinical, neurological, and

routine laboratory examinations. All subjects gave written informed
consent for the study protocol according to institutional guidelines
which had been approved both by the Ethics Committee of Ulm
University, Germany (No. 19/12) and the local ethical committee on
human studies of Milan, Italy (No. RF-2010-2,313,220).

The diagnosis of adult LMND was based on the presence of pure
lower motor neuron (LMN) findings in two or more regions (bulbar,
cervical, thoracic, lumbosacral) at the first evaluation, including evi-
dence of LMN involvement on neurological examination (weakness and
muscular atrophy, absent tendon reflexes), electrophysiological evi-
dence of LMN involvement on standardized needle EMG, and no motor
nerve conduction block. Patients were required to meet the following
criteria: (a) a clinical diagnosis of sporadic LMN-predominant disease
(Chiò et al., 2011; van den Berg-Vos et al., 2003). (b) age of onset of
40 years or older, (c) no concomitant clinical diagnosis of fronto-
temporal dementia (Rascovsky et al., 2011), (d) no systemic or other
neurologic diseases or substance abuse, and (e) no other causes of focal
or diffuse brain and spinal cord damage at routine MR imaging, in-
cluding any cerebrovascular disorders, i.e. multifocal and/or confluent
white matter hyperintensity. Specific exclusion criteria for the LMN-
predominant disease group were a history of syndromes that mimic
LMN-predominant disease or clinical signs of definite UMN involve-
ment such as pseudobulbar symptoms, clonus or masseter reflex, and
extensor plantar response. None of the patients had a known gene
mutation.

In summary, 65 patients (37 from Ulm and 28 from Milan) fulfilled
these criteria and presented with the diagnosis of adult LMND. Patients
with ALS (Brooks et al., 2000) with clinical signs of both UMN and LMN
involvement were screened to match patients with LMN-predominant
disease for age, sex, and disease severity as measured with the revised
ALS Functional Rating Score. That way, 101 patients (50 from Ulm and
51 from Milan) with the diagnosis of ALS and 92 healthy controls (53
from Ulm and 39 from Milan) were selected from data bases. A sum-
mary of the subjects' characteristics is given in Table 1. The group
comparison concerning gender by chi squared test revealed 0.053, thus
indicating no significant differences for the different subject groups

concerning gender. In addition, a test for gender differences in the
control group showed no significant results in the analysis (see Sections
2.2.3 and 2.2.4) between male and female controls.

Gross brain pathology including vascular brain alterations was ex-
cluded by conventional MRI. All healthy control subjects had no family
history of neuromuscular disease and had no history of neurologic,
psychiatric, or other major medical illnesses and were recruited from
among spouses of patients and by word of mouth. Controls underwent a
Mini Mental State Examination and were required to have a score of
greater than or equal to 29.

2.1.2. MRI acquisition
DTI scanning at Ulm was performed on a 1.5 Tesla Magnetom

Symphony (Siemens Medical, Erlangen, Germany); DTI scanning at
Milan was performed on a 3.0 Tesla Intera (Philips Medical Systems,
Best, The Netherlands).

At 1.5 T, two DTI study protocols were used. DTI study protocol A
consisted of 13 volumes (45 slices, 128 × 128 pixels, slice thickness
2.2 mm, pixel size 1.5 mm× 1.5 mm) representing 12 gradient direc-
tions (b = 800 s/mm2) and one scan with gradient 0 (b = 0). The echo
time (TE) and repetition time (TR) were 93 ms and 8000 ms, respec-
tively. Five scans were averaged online by the scanner software in
image space. DTI study protocol B consisted of 52 volumes (64 slices,
128 × 128 pixels, slice thickness 2.8 mm, pixel size 2.0 mm× 2.0 mm)
representing 48 gradient directions (b = 1000 s/mm2) and four scans
with b = 0. TE and TR were 95 ms and 8000 ms, respectively.

At 3.0 T, the DTI study protocol consisted of 34 volumes (55 slices,
96 × 96 pixels, slice thickness 2.5 mm, pixel size 0.94 mm× 0.94 mm)
representing 32 gradient directions (b = 1000 s/mm2) and two scans
with b = 0. TE and TR were 80 ms and 8986 ms, respectively. Two
scans were averaged online by the scanner software in image space.

2.2. Data analysis

The postprocessing and statistical analysis was performed by use of
the analysis software Tensor Imaging and Fiber Tracking (TIFT) (Müller
et al., 2007a). Fig. 1 provides a schematical workflow for the analysis of
DTI data of 140 data sets from 1.5 T and 118 data sets from 3.0 T. In
short, after stereotaxic normalization and calculation of subjects' FA
maps a merging of centers' FA maps was performed followed by cor-
rections for the covariates age and disease duration. These center-har-
monized FA maps were then used to compared ALS patients, low and
fast LMND progressors and controls in an unbiased approach (by whole
brain-based statistical analysis – WBSS) as well as tractwise (by Tract-
wise FA statistics – TFAS).

2.2.1. Stereotaxic normalization
In order to spatially normalize the data to the Montreal Neurological

Institute (MNI) stereotaxic space, study-specific templates were created
and MNI normalization was performed iteratively (Müller and
Kassubek, 2013). From the stereotaxically normalized DTI data sets,
fractional anisotropy (FA) maps were calculated for quantitative map-
ping of structural connectivity (Le Bihan et al., 2001).

In a consecutive step, an 8 mm (FWHM) Gaussian filter was applied
for smoothing of FA maps in order to achieve a good balance between
sensitivity and specificity. For smoothing, the fact that filter size in-
fluences results of DTI data analysis (Jones et al., 2005) requires ap-
plication of the matched filter theorem which states that the width of
the filter used to process the data should be tailored to the size of the
difference one expects to see (Rosenfeld and Kak, 1982). Variations on
the filter size between 6 mm and 10 mm did not show significant dif-
ferences to the selected filter size of 8 mm, as previously reported
(Unrath et al., 2010).
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2.2.2. Harmonisation of FA-maps according to different acquisition
protocols

FA maps of controls recorded with the different protocols were used
for calculation of 3D–correction matrices according to a previously
reported protocol (Rosskopf et al., 2015; Müller et al., 2016). Then, FA
maps of LMND and ALS patients and controls were harmonized by
application of the respective 3D–correction matrix (linear first order
correction). In the final step, FA maps of all subjects were corrected for
the covariate age.

2.2.3. Whole brain-based spatial statistics – WBSS
Statistical comparison by Student's t-test was performed voxelwise

to detect changes between the subject groups, i.e. FA values of one
subject group were compared with the FA values of another subject
group for each voxel separately – WBSS. FA values below 0.2 were not
considered for calculation as cortical grey matter shows FA values up to
0.2 (Kunimatsu et al., 2004).

Statistical results were corrected for multiple comparisons using the
false-discovery-rate (FDR) algorithm at p < 0.05 (Genovese et al.,
2002). Further reduction of the alpha error was performed by a spatial
correlation algorithm that eliminated isolated voxels or small isolated
groups of voxels in the size range of the smoothing kernel leading to a
threshold cluster size of 256 voxels.

2.2.4. Definition of tract systems according to the ALS-staging theory and
tractwise fractional anisotropy statistics

From a cohort of 64 controls' DTI data sets, pathways for defined
brain structures according to the ALS-staging system (Brettschneider
et al., 2013) were identified with a seed-to-target approach as pre-
viously described (Kassubek et al., 2014; Rosenbohm et al., 2016). For
this purpose, regions of interest (ROIs) were defined for the start and
target regions. All potential fiber tracts (FTs) originating in the start
ROI and ending in the target ROI of the respective pathway define the
corresponding tract of interest (TOI). For the fiber tracking technique, a
modified deterministic streamline tracking approach (FA threshold 0.2)
was used that takes the directional information of neighboured FTs into
account (Müller et al., 2007b). Representative TOIs for the definition of
the four ALS stages are: the corticospinal tract (CST, representative for
stage 1), the corticorubral and corticopontine tracts (representative for
stage 2), the corticostriatal pathway (representative for stage 3), and
the proximal perforant path (representative for stage 4) (Kassubek
et al., 2014). As defined previously, a reference path was used origi-
nating from the corpus callosum (CC) area V where no involvement in
ALS-associated neurodegeneration could be anticipated. TFAS was
performed by statistically comparing the FA values in a respective tract
system between two subject groups (Student's t-test).

2.2.5. Normalization of FA maps to disease duration
A correlation (Pearson correlation) could be observed for ALS pa-

tients between the revised ALS functional rating scale (ALS-FRS-R)
(Cedarbaum et al., 1999) and the FA values along the CST (TFAS)
(Fig. 2). Supplementary Fig. 1A shows the progression rate vs. the
disease duration for LMND patients and ALS patients, respectively. One
part of the LMND patients shows progression rates similar to ALS pa-
tients while the other part shows lower progression rates; details are
provided in the Results section. Following this association between
clinical scores and FA, it is safe to assume for LMND patients that FA
values decrease in the respective disease related tract systems with
increasing disease duration. That means that LMND patients with a long

Table 1
Subjects' characteristics. Adisease progression rate = (48-ALSFRS-R score at clinical examination)/disease duration (years).

LMND ALS Controls p

Male/female 48/17 58/43 52/40 Chi squared:
0.0531.5 T 30/7 30/20 36/17

3.0 T 18/10 28/23 16/23
Age/years

(mean ± std. dev.)
61 ± 10 61 ± 11 60 ± 11 Kruskal-Wallis:

0.84
1.5 T 63 ± 10 58 ± 10 58 ± 12
3.0 T 60 ± 10 63 ± 11 63 ± 8
Disease duration/years (mean ± std. dev.) 4.5 ± 6.3 1.9 ± 1.8 n.a.
1.5 T 3.9 ± 5.9 2.1 ± 2.0 n.a.
3.0 T 5.3 ± 6.8 1.7 ± 1.5 n.a.
Disease progression rateA (mean ± std. dev.) 4.9 ± 6.5 8.7 ± 8.7 n.a.
1.5 T 4.5 ± 5.8 7.8 ± 8.4 n.a.
3.0 T 5.4 ± 7.5 8.2 ± 8.3 n.a.

Fig. 1. Schematical workflow for the analysis of DTI data. 3.0 T: DTI data of 28 LMND
patients, 51 ALS patients, and 39 controls – data were partially analyzed by (Spinelli
et al., 2016), analysis methods was hypothesis free tract-based spatial statistics (TBSS –
Smith et al., 2006). 1.5 T: DTI data of 37 LMND patients and 53 controls – data were
partially analyzed by (Rosenbohm et al., 2016), analysis methods were hypothesis free
whole brain-based statistical analysis (WBSS) as well as tractwise fractional anisotropy
statistics (TFAS). After stereotaxic normalization and calculation of subjects' FA maps a
merging of centers' FA maps was performed followed by corrections for the covariates age
and disease duration. These center-harmonized FA maps were then used to compared ALS
patients, low and fast LMND progressors and controls hypothesis free (WBSS) as well as
tractwise (TFAS).
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disease duration show decreased FA values although disease progres-
sion might be slow; on the other hand, LMND patients with a high
disease progression rate (even ALS like) could present higher FA values
due to a short disease duration. This scenario is mirrored in Fig. 1B for
FA values in the CST of LMND patients:

Generally, there is a dependency in LMND between the progression
rate of the disease and the disease duration, i.e. LMND patients with a
fast progression rate usually show a short disease duration at the
timepoint of MRI investigation and LMND patients with a long disease
duration mostly show a lower progression rate. This means that, when
the LMND group is simply separated according to disease duration or
the LMND group as a whole is compared to controls, such an analysis
will be blind to the fact that there is variability within the LMND group
consisting of fast progressors (who are hypothesized to behave like ALS)
and slow progressors (who are hypothesized to behave like controls).
Thus, it is not only necessary to split the LMND group into fast and low
progressors (what could be performed either by disease duration or by
progression rate), but a normalization of FA values to the identical
timepoint in the course of the disease has to be performed.

Since FA values could depend on the disease duration and the
progression rate, FA values were normalized to the identical timepoint
of disease duration. As such, a disease duration of 4 years was chosen
which has already been suggested to be the timepoint to discriminate
between LMND subtypes (van den Berg-Vos et al., 2003; Rosenbohm
et al., 2016).

In a defined voxel or tract structure, the average FA decrease per
year.

< ΔFA >ALS, year=ΔFA(controls ‐ALS)/ < DD >ALS.for ALS pa-
tients was defined by the difference in FA between controls and ALS
patients divided by the average disease duration of ALS patients.

The average progression rate in ALS patients was calculated by ar-
ithmetically averaging the individual progression rates.

< R >ALS£≤ (48–ALS ‐FRS ‐R)/DD >ALS ‐patients.
The individual FA loss per year was then estimated by ΔFAALS,year

weighted by the ratio of individual progression rate and the average
progression rate in ALS patients.

ΔFA,year≤ΔFA > ALS, year∗R/ < R >ALS.
The individual FA value for the defined timepoint 4 years can then

be calculated by.
FA4years=FAscan+(DD ‐4years)ΔFA,year.
This normalization for disease duration was performed for averaged

FA values of tract structures (TFAS) as well as on a voxelbasis prior to
WBSS. NB:< ΔFA > ALS,year has to be calculated for each tract struc-
ture as well as for each voxel.

2.2.6. Separation of the LMND group into slow and fast progressors
The LMND sample was subdivided into two subgroups, i.e. fast

progressors with the assumption of an ALS-like prognosis and slow
progressive patients. In the literature, van den Berg-Vos et al. (2003)
suggested a separation threshold for LMND fast and slow progressors by

a disease duration of less or> 4 years. This threshold was optimised for
the needs of this study (which is dependent on the time of scanning
within the disease course) by a threshold that is based on the pro-
gression rate. The disease duration and the progression rate showed a
linear dependency on a double logarithmic scaling (Supplementary
Fig. 1). As a consequence, the threshold for the ALS-FRS-R-based pro-
gression rate to differentiate between slow and fast progressors was set
to 2 ALS-FRS-R points per year. This separation resulted in 36 fast
LMND progressors (22 scanned at 1.5 T and 14 scanned at 3.0 T) and 29
slow LMND progressors (15 scanned at 1.5 T and 14 scanned at 3.0 T).
Average disease duration for fast progressors was 1.6 ± 1.5 years and
average disease duration for slow progressors was 8.1 ± 7.9 years.

2.3. Statistics

For statistical comparison at the group level, WBSS and TFAS ana-
lysis used Student's t-test as the subject groups were large enough to
show a Gaussian distribution of FA values. However, Mann-Whitney-U
test shows almost identical statistical results. For correlation analysis,
parametric Pearson correlation was used.

3. Results

3.1. Whole brain-based spatial statistics of FA maps

The comparison at the group level by WBSS for LMND patients
(subdivided into fast and slow progressors), ALS patients, and controls
demonstrated multiple clusters of regional FA reductions at p < 0.05
(corrected for multiple comparisons). Sagittal projectional views are
depicted in Fig. 3A for the group comparisons. Comparing the LMND
fast progressors to the LMND slow progressors, widespread FA reduc-
tion along the CST and also in frontal and prefrontal brain areas were
observed. LMND fast progressors showed a widepread FA reduction
pattern compared to controls (similar to ALS patients vs. controls),
while LMND slow progressors showed no FA reduction compared to
controls; the whole LMND group showed moderate FA reductions
compared to controls along the CST and also in frontal and prefrontal
brain areas (Fig. 3, upper panel). At contrast, ALS patients vs. the
LMND group of fast progressors showed no significant FA reduction and
ALS patients vs. the LMND group of slow progressors showed a wide-
spread FA reduction along the CST and in frontal and prefrontal brain
areas, i.e. a similar pattern as ALS patients compared to controls. ALS
patients vs. the whole LMND group showed moderate FA reductions
predominantly along the CST (Fig. 3, lower panel). ALS patients vs.
controls show the well-known widespread FA reduction along the CST
and also in frontal and prefrontal brain areas. A summary of the clusters
is provided in Table 2. A centerwise WBSS analysis (in addition to Fig. 3
in order to demonstrate separate results for each center) is provided in
Supplementary Fig. 2, indicating similar results at the single center
level compared to the two-center level.

A slicewise visualization of the FA alteration pattern for fast LMND
progressors vs. slow LMND progressors including CST involvement is
presented in Fig. 3B. For demonstration purposes, results without FA
normalization to disease duration are provided in Supplementary Fig. 3.

3.2. Differences of FA in tract systems

The hypothesis-guided analysis of the FA differences in the ALS-
related tract systems (TFAS) showed differences of the averaged FA
values between the ALS and LMND group; both, ALS and LMND group
vs. the control group showed most prominent FA alterations in the CST,
followed by FA reductions in the other ALS-staging-related tracts
(Fig. 4). Here, significant FA reductions could be observed in-
dependently for the CST, the corticopontine and the corticorubral tract,
and for the corticostriatal pathway (ALS stages 1–3) in ALS patients and
fast LMND progressors each compared to controls and slow LMND

Fig. 2. Significant correlation for ALS patients between the ALS-FRS-R and the FA values
along the CST (TFAS).
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progressors, respectively; less pronounced FA alterations were observed
for the perforant path (ALS stage 4). For the grand average of the stage-
related tract systems, significant FA reductions were observed for ALS
patients and fast LMND progressors, both compared to controls and to
slow LMND progressors. On the other hand, no significant FA altera-
tions were found in the comparison between ALS patients and fast
LMND progressors and between slow LMND progressors and controls,
respectively. The whole LMND group showed moderate results com-
pared to ALS patients and compared to controls – the averaged FA
values of the whole LMND group were inbetween the averaged FA
values of the fast and slow LMND progressors groups. No significant FA
alterations could be observed for any group comparison in the reference
tract system. A summary of all alterations in the tract systems at the
group level is provided in Table 3. A centerwise TFAS analysis (corre-
sponding to Fig. 4 with separate results for each center) is provided in
Supplementary Fig. 4, indicating similar results also at the single-center
level compared to the two-center level.

4. Discussion

This DTI data analysis study supports the hypothesis that LMND is
an ALS variant by demonstrating central nervous system involvement of

the corticofugal tracts in fast progressive LMND. The data of this two-
centre study strongly suggest that progressive LMND is probably one
end of a clinicopathologic continuum of MND spanning primary lateral
sclerosis, ALS, and LMND. The FA based affectation pattern for the
group comparisons of ALS patients and LMND patients (subdivided into
slow and fast progressors) could be demonstrated in an unbiased ap-
proach by WBSS as well as by the application of the hypothesis-guided
tract of interest-based in vivo transfer of the stages according to the
proposed staging scheme for ALS (Braak et al., 2013). With respect to
the hypotheses, this two-center MRI study provides novelty in the

Fig. 3. (A) Whole brain-based spatial statistics (WBSS) of
FA maps at the group level for ALS patients, LMND patients
(subdivided into slow and fast progressors), and controls.
WBSS of FA maps demonstrated multiple clusters of re-
gional FA reductions at p < 0.05 (corrected for multiple
comparisons), sagittal projectional views. (B) Comparison
of FA maps at the group level for fast LMND progressors vs.
slow LMND progressors. Whole brain-based spatial statis-
tics (WBSS) of FA maps at p < 0.05, false discovery rate
(FDR)-corrected.

Table 2
Whole brain based spatial statistics (WBSS) for ALS patients vs. LMND patients vs. con-
trols. Size of area of significant alterations in comparison at the group level (mm3).

Size of area of significant alterations/mm3

ALS vs. controls 289,928
ALS vs. LMND fast 0
ALS vs. LMND slow 150,405
ALS vs. LMND 66,660
LMND fast vs LMND slow 79,867
LMND fast vs controls 174,015
LMND slow vs controls 0
LMND vs controls 86,002
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following respects:
1) The LMND affectation pattern of our previous study (Rosenbohm

et al., 2016), i.e. alterations of FA along the CST, was reproducible in a
larger subject sample independent of the scanner and the DTI scanning
protocol. In order to show the consistency with previous studies, WBSS
of LMND vs. controls was calculated without normalization to disease
duration, both for the combined samples as well as for a centerwise
analysis (results in Supplementary Fig. 5). WBSS of the Milan data
showed no differences between LMND and controls, in accordance with
the previous analysis (Spinelli et al., 2016), while the Ulm data showed
the alterations as previously described (Rosenbohm et al., 2016). We
therefore conclude that the normalization to disease duration and the
discrimination between fast and slow processors is essential in the
analysis of MRI-based LMND data.

2) By dividing the LMND group into fast and slow progressors, it
could be demonstrated that fast progressors show a similar pattern to
ALS and slow progressors show a similar pattern to controls. It is im-
portant to note in the analysis of differences at the group level in LMND
that, due to the inhomogeneous disease durations, FA values in the CST
could be low due to a long disease duration (despite a low progression
rate) and also FA values could be high due to a short disease duration

(despite a high progression rate). Thus, a normalization procedure of FA
values to an identical time-point was suggested. It has to be noted that
this estimation is based on the assumption of a linear progression of FA
values and also that a basic progression rate (i.e., the average pro-
gression of FA in ALS) has to be taken into account. By this approach, it
was possible to show the differences of slow and fast progressors in the
LMND group and to relate these resulting differences (at least for the
fast progressors) to the staging based ALS affectation pattern.
Therefore, one might assume that results of previous studies at the
group level might differ due the possible inhomogeneity of the LMND-
associated affectation pattern. The normalization to disease duration
might help here to understand the differences in results of previous
PMA/LMND based studies (Cosottini et al., 2005; van der Graaff et al.,
2011; Spinelli et al., 2016; Rosenbohm et al., 2016). DTI-analysis based
methodological differences may also explain inconsistent findings be-
tween the two previous reports (Rosenbohm et al., 2016; Spinelli et al.,
2016). For WBSS (Rosenbohm et al., 2016), spatial normalization is
required to make anatomically different subjects comparable in each
individual voxel. Here, residual anatomical alterations were cleared by
spatial smoothing. Tract-based spatial statistics (Spinelli et al., 2016)
matches each voxel in different subjects projecting DTI data on a
common anatomical skeleton and therefore does not require smoothing.
Moreover, given the different statistical methods used by WBSS (Stu-
dent's t-test with FDR correction) and TBSS (non-parametric permuta-
tion-based inference with cluster-level error correction), a direct com-
parison of findings can only be performed at the gross anatomical level.
However, the main difference to previous studies is the normalization
to disease duration, which helps to provide a differentiation of FA va-
lues between slow and fast LMND progressors. In order to show the
consistency to previous studies, WBSS of LMND vs. controls without
normalization to disease duration was calculated for the combined
samples as well as for a centerwise analysis (Supplementary Fig. 3).
WBSS of the Milan data showed no differences between LMND and
controls, in accordance with the previous analysis (Spinelli et al.,
2016), whereas the Ulm data show the alterations as previously de-
scribed (Rosenbohm et al., 2016). We therefore conclude that the
normalization to disease duration and the discrimination between fast
and slow processors is essential in the analysis of MRI-based LMND
data.

As a limitation, the study design was cross-sectional, while, in order
to finally confirm the sequential spreading model (Kassubek et al.,
2014) for fast LMND progressors, longitudinal data from different time
points during the course of the disease are necessary. Thus, a long-
itudinal design would be more appropriate to assess the question of
interest and the proposed goal of this work, investigating the

Fig. 4. Tractwise fractional anisotropy statistics (TFAS) of
FA maps at the group level for ALS patients, LMND patients
(subdivided into slow and fast progressors), and controls.
TFAS demonstrated significant regional FA reductions in
ALS-related tract systems and in the grand average pre-
dominantly between ALS patients and fast LMND pro-
gressors and slow LMND progressors and controls. No al-
terations between groups were observed in the reference
tract. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.001.

Table 3
p-values for differences between groups for different ALS-related tract systems. Significant
FA alterations (p < 0.05) are coloured.

CST
(stage 1)

Corticopontine/co
rticorubral tract 
(stage 2)

Corticostriatal 
pathway (stage 
3)

Proximal portion 
of the perforant 
path (stage 4)

Grand 
average

Reference

ALS vs. 
controls

4 10−18 6 10−6 3 10−4 5 10−4 4 10−12 0.06

ALS vs. 
LMND slow

9 10−16 4 10−3 2 10−2 0.29 1 10−6 0.05

LMND fast vs 
controls

2 10−6 7 10−5 7 10−3 6 10−4 7 10−6 0.2

LMND slow 
vs LMND fast

3 10−6 1 10−3 3 10−2 0.1 1 10−4 0.1

ALS vs. 
LMND fast

0.2 0.3 1.0 0.32 1.0 0.9

LMND vs. 
controls

6 10−5 2 10−3 0.1 1 10−4 1 10−4 0.5

ALS vs. 
LMND

3 10−5 0.4 0.1 0.9 2 10−2 0.3

LMND slow 
vs controls

0.8 0.9 0.8 0.1 0.7 0.5
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relationship between the presence of tract involvement and the clinical
development of UMN signs at the individual patient level. Future pro-
spective studies could help to evaluate the changes in quantitative DTI
measures over time and to correlate them with progression in clinical
pathology. The current retrospective study was set up to combine data
of LMND patients of different studies so that the differences of field
strengths (1.5 T and 3.0 T) and different scanning protocols had to be
dealt with. In the future, prospective studies with the identical protocol
would be preferred. In general, with the growing number of multicenter
studies in large-scale patient samples, the challenge of improved nor-
malization of different scanning protocols will also be of rising im-
portance (Müller et al., 2016). A further limitation is that genetic
testing was not available for the ALS and LMND patients.

In summary, the neuroimaging results of this two-centre study
confirm the clinical approach to the phenotype of fast progressive
LMND as an ALS variant, in accordance with the latest revision of the El
Escorial criteria for ALS (Ludolph et al., 2015; Agosta et al., 2015), in
favour of the consequence to treat these patients like ALS and also to
include them into clinical trials of ALS.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.nicl.2017.10.008.
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